X-rays have been used for non-invasive high-resolution imaging of thick biological specimens since their discovery in 1895. They are widely used for structural imaging of bone, metal implants, and cavities in soft tissue. Recently, a number of new contrast methodologies have emerged which are expanding X-ray's biomedical applications to functional as well as structural imaging. These techniques are promising to dramatically improve our ability to study in situ biochemistry and disease pathology. In this review, we discuss how X-ray absorption, X-ray fluorescence, and Xray excited optical luminescence can be used for physiological, elemental, and molecular imaging of vasculature, tumours, pharmaceutical distribution, and the surface of implants. Imaging of endogenous elements, exogenous labels, and analytes detected with optical indicators will be discussed.
Introduction
There are two broad categories for medical imaging by X-rays: structural imaging, which reveals anatomical structure, and functional imaging measuring changes in biological function including metabolism, blood flow, regional chemical composition and biochemical processes. X-rays are widely used in structural imaging of bone, teeth, microcalcinations, lungs, and orthopedic devices. However, endogenous soft tissue types are difficult to distinguish using conventional X-ray projection imaging. Distinguishing tissue types for functional imaging requires either exogenous contrast agents (e.g. radiopaque agents to view vasculature and flow in angiography), or technique that are more sensitive to tissue differences (or both). This review describes the opportunities for functional imaging based upon X-ray attenuation, X-ray fluorescence (XRF), and X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) for non-invasive biochemical imaging. In addition, different types of contrast agents and their contrast mechanisms are discussed in order to increase the contrast to noise ratio and reduce the X-ray dose. These functional imaging techniques promise to dramatically improve our ability to study in situ biochemistry and disease pathology.
These various X-ray methodologies utilize several different types of interactions between Xrays and matter that may be employed for imaging and analysis (see Fig. 1 ). First, X-rays can be absorbed or scattered by the tissue thereby attenuating the transmitted X-ray intensity. This is the most widely used technique for structural, vasculature, and gastrointestinal tract imaging, however, it is not very sensitive to small amounts of X-ray absorption because noise on the transmitted X-ray signal can obscure small decreases due to attenuation. Second, when atoms in a tissue sample absorb X-rays, some of the energy is released via secondary X-ray emission (i.e. X-ray fluorescence, XRF). Each element has a unique XRF spectrum providing a robust fingerprint for elemental analysis. Third, the absorbed X-ray energy can also generate optical luminescence in scintillators such as rareearth doped phosphors. Optical luminescence has been used to detect X-rays since Röntgen's original discovery in 1895. In these studies, the scintillators are placed outside the tissue and used to detect X-ray attenuation and fluorescence. Recently, these nanophosphors have been injected into tissues as a contrast agent. The optical luminescence can be combined with colorimetric indicator dyes for high resolution chemical imaging in tissue. Each technique has advantages and limitations for various applications, and they can also be used together to provide complimentary structural and functional information.
In addition to external X-ray sources, radioisotope-labeled analytes are widely used as in vivo molecular imaging contrast agents. They have been applied to many research and diagnostic applications including: the study of the biodistribution of pharmaceuticals and nanoparticles, glucose metabolism tracking for cancer identification, and imaging of betaamyloid plaques in Alzheimer's patients. 1 Two principal imaging techniques are available, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron emission tomography (PET). SPECT radioisotopes generate -rays directly or through bremsstrahlung radiation from high energy beta emitters, while PET radioisotopes emit positrons which generate a pair of anti-parallel 511 keV -rays upon annihilation with electrons in the sample. SPECT imaging requires collimation optics to localize the radio-emission source and most of therays are absorbed during this collimation. In contrast, physical collimators are not needed for PET imaging because the emission angle is known to lie along the line connecting the pair of simultaneously detected -rays. Consequently, PET provides two to three orders of magnitude more sensitivity than SPECT. 2 PET also provides higher spatial resolution for large objects, ~1-3 mm for -PET and 5-10 mm for clinical-PET depending upon the sample size, imaging geometry and radioisotope, [3] [4] compared to ~15-20 mm for SPECT of a human brain, 5 although high resolution SPECT is possible at the expense of sensitivity using pinhole apertures. 2, 6 However, PET radioisotope contrast agents have several limitations. A cyclotron and on-site chemical synthesis facilities are necessary for generating radioisotopes and producing the radiopharmaceuticals. 7 Furthermore, the short radioisotope half-life of most positron emitters (e.g. 20 minutes for 11 C and 2 hours for 18 F) makes it difficult to prepare a sufficient amount of radiopharmaceuticals for clinical studies. 8 The short decay time also necessitates frequent recalibration of the remaining dose during the course of a day. Positron emitters with longer half-lives (e.g. 8.3 h for 52 Fe and 4.2 days for 124 I) are less commonly used and require a higher energy synchrotron to produce.
Another approach to imaging radioisotopes in tissue is to measure visible light generated during decay events. This light is generated either through Čerenkov radiation by emission of high energy charged particles (e.g. , − , or + emission) moving faster than the speed of light in the tissue, [9] [10] or by absorption of radiation by scintillators in the tissue (scintillation proximity assays). 11 The advantage of these optical luminescence techniques is that they can be performed rapidly in a small animal multimodal bioluminescence imaging system and the luminescence image can be superimposed upon fluorescent, X-ray, and white light images acquired in the same system. However, the image spatial resolution is poor because the visible light scatters as it propagates through the tissue, similar to bioluminescence. 12 In the next three sections, we describe the principles, instrumentation, and biomedical applications used for three different X-ray imaging techniques: X-ray attenuation, X-ray fluorescence (XRF), and X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) to emphasize the potential for chemical specificity and the detection of various exogenous labels and endogenous analytes. These techniques can generally provide high resolution images because the external source can be focused or collimated. The final section is a discussion of the challenges and opportunities for elemental, molecular, and perfusion imaging for intrinsic and contrast-enhanced imaging with these techniques. We will not emphasize radioimaging based upon -emission from radioactive analytes within the sample (e.g. PET and SPECT) which are reviewed in detail elsewhere. 2, 13 2. X-ray imaging based on X-ray attenuation
Projection X-ray imaging and Computed tomography (CT)
X-ray projection imaging and computed tomography (CT) are techniques which detect Xray attenuation in a sample (see Fig. 2 ). The image contrast depends upon the relative attenuation of the objects in the sample. For monochromatic X-ray radiation, the intensity decreases as the X-rays propagate through the tissue according to the Lambert-Beer law. (1) where I 0 is the incident intensity, l is the path length, and is the sample's linear attenuation coefficient. This coefficient depends upon the elemental composition of the sample and is larger for electron-dense materials.
Projection X-ray imaging generates two-dimensional images that highlight changes in electron density of the tissue. Though materials such as bone, kidney stones, and metal implants have high contrast against soft tissue, it is impossible to determine the attenuation coefficient independent of the path length from a single image, and overlapping layers of soft tissue or complex bone can make images difficult to interpret. Hounsfield addressed this problem in 1973 by developing X-ray computed tomography (CT) to determine the threedimensional spatial distribution of attenuation within a sample using multiple X-ray images acquired at different angles. 11 A back projection algorithm such as the Radon transform is used to reconstruct the three dimensional image from each two dimensional projection ( Figure 3 ). 2, [13] [14] The spatial resolution of CT images is determined by the X-ray beam focal spot size and energy, the detectors, and the distance between the source, object, and imaging optics. High spatial resolution requires collimation of the X-ray source and collected X-rays to remove scattered X-ray photons. However, collimation reduces the intensity of the collected signal. There is also an inherent tradeoff between minimum resolution and dose because one needs a certain number of X-rays absorbed per pixel for good contrast between adjacent voxels with similar absorption. In general, the X-ray dose must increases by a factor of 1/r 4 to maintain a constant signal/noise ratio, thus imaging at 50 µm resolution requires 10 4 higher dose than at 500 µm resolution. 15 X-ray dose should be limited in vivo because high local doses >100 mGy can cause acute symptoms such as radiation burns, radiation sickness, and hair loss, [16] [17] while effective whole-body doses are associated with increased cancer risks. The local absorbed dose is reported in Gray (Gy)= 1 J/kg, while the effective whole body dose, reported in Seivert (Sv), is the average dose over the whole body weighted by mass, radiation type, and tissue type. Typical local doses in CT range from 0.01 to 40 mGy, while typical effective whole body dose for CT ranges from 0.01 to 20 mSv depending upon the required image quality (e.g. resolution/contrast) and organs in question. [18] [19] [20] At a high effective whole body X-ray dose the incidence of cancer is proportional to dose, with a 5.5% chance of developing cancer per Sv. 21 It is controversial whether doses of <100 mSv correlate with increased or even decreased cancer risk. However, the goal for imaging is to use the minimum dose necessary for good imagery with no "safe upper limit." Relatively higher doses are permissible in certain applications such as cancer treatment, especially in conjunction with radiation therapy. For small animals, weekly irradiation with 1.5 Gy, 2.2 Gy, and 3 Gy resulted in tumors in 0 %, 35%, and 100% of the mice respectively. 22 Ex vivo samples disintegrate at doses of >10 9~1 0 10 Gy, although 10 15 Gy synchrotron pulses may be used if the pulse is short compared to the ablation process. 23 Synchrotron radiation is well-suited for high resolution imaging especially ex vivo because the X-ray beam is intense, monochromatic, and highly collimated. The expected spatial resolution is on the order of 0.2 mm to 0.5 mm for medical CT systems and less than submicrometer for synchrotron based CT systems by using 30~90kV X-rays. [24] [25] [26] 
X-ray imaging contrast agents
The ability to discriminate between two materials depends on the accuracy with which their linear X-ray attenuation coefficient, can be determined. X-ray contrast is often reported in Hounsfield units (HU) which are defined as the relative difference in linear attenuation coefficient between the sample and water: (2) This ranges from =−1000 for air to 0 for water and 600-3000 for different types of bone at different X-ray energies. 27 The linear attenuation coefficient depends on the photon energy of the X-ray beam (E), the electron density of the material ( e ), and the effective atomic number of the material (Z) and can be approximated as the sum of Compton scatter and photoelectric contributions: (3) where a associated with scattering and is only weakly dependent on energy level, while b is a constant related to absorption. 26, 28 Thus X-ray attenuation inreases with increasing atomic number and decreases with increasing incident X-ray energy. In addition, inner orbital transitions create sharp step-functions in the absorption and scattering coefficients as shown in Figure 4 . Composite materials such as tissues and bones have mass attenuation coefficients ( /material density) that are equal to a mass weighted sum of the composite elements. The mass attenuation coefficients of bone, muscle, and fat become silmilar at high X-ray photon energies around 100 keV and greater.
Conventional projection X-ray imaging employs a polychromatic X-ray source, and measures the average transmittance of all X-ray energies. Recently energy disperse cameras have been developed to measure the energy of the transmitted X-rays reaching each pixel. [29] [30] [31] These hyperspectral images can be analyzed to determine the elemental distribution of concentrated heavy element contrast agents based upon the K-edge absorption of high Z elements (see Fig. 4 ). 32 As an alternative to polychromatic spectral imaging, monochromatic synchrotron radiation can be used to collect a series of images at different X-ray energies. 33 In addition to differentiating tissues based upon elemental composition, contrast agents may be used to highlight vasculature before and after intravenous injection of contrast agents. Contrast agents can also be chemically functionalized with antibodies, aptamers, and other molecular recognition elements to target molecules expressed on the surface of specific cells and tissues. An important goal is to develop contrast agents to label tumors via leaky vasculature and molecular targeting. Properties including mass attenuation coefficient, density, and typical dose for a variety of X-ray contrast agents are summarized in Table 1 . When choosing the proper contrast agent for a given application, toxicity and circulation time must also be considered.
Contrast agents containing iodine and barium are comercially available for X-ray examinations due to their high contrast with respect to soft tissue. High contrast is observed due to the electron density and atomic number of these elements (Z = 53 for iodine, Z = 56 for barium) and the favorable location of the K-absorption edge relative to the typical X-ray source energy spectrum. Though iodine-based compounds are often used as intravenous contrast agents due to their high solubility, they have the limitations of short imaging times due to rapid renal clearance, renal toxicity, and vascular permeation. [34] [35] To address renal toxicity and increase circulation time especially in tumor labeling applications, researchers are increasingly turning to nanoparticles in place of molecular contrast agents. Nanoparticles with diameters larger than 5 nm are not cleared by the kidneys and can have much longer blood circulation times. Several nanoparticles have been investigated for gastrointestinal imaging, imaging of vasculature, and tumor labeling. Though barium sulfate is used as a contrast agent to improve the visualization of the gastrointestinal tract, it is insoluble in water. If the barium sulfate settles during an X-ray exam, the images will be compromised. In addition, accumulated barium sulfate can potentially block constrictions in the gastrointestinal tract. Though bismuth based compounds are another such long lived contrast agent (e.g. 5% suspension of bismuth subnitrate), 36 the toxicity of bismuth subnitrate at high doses has obviated their use in gastrointestinal tract imaging. Although Rabin used bismuth sulfide as a contrast agent to image vasculature of a live Balb/C mouse, 37 the LD 50 of bismuth sulfide nanoparticles showed a similar profile to that of clinically used iopromide in hepatocyte cultures. They also found that lower volumes of bismuth sulfide nanoparticles can be used with a longer vascular half-life (>2 h) without confronting viscosity problems of iodine based agents.
Gold nanoparticles are also promising X-ray contrast agents because of their high density and X-ray attenuation, 38 low toxicity, 39 and ease of functionalization with thiol-based compounds. [40] [41] For example, Hainfeld et al. have imaged a 0.1 mm blood vessel injected with 1.9 nm gold nanoparticles in Balb/C mice with a clinical mammography X-ray unit ( Figure 5 ). 38 In the image, a 5 mm tumor growing in one thigh can be distinguished by its increased vascularity and consequently higher gold content.
Recent progress in the use of gold nanoparticles as a CT contrast agent has been made by Popovtzer and co-workers. 42 They demonstrated the feasibility of functionalized gold nanoparticles as a contrast agent which selectively and sensitively targets tumour antigens. Compared with unfunctionalized gold nanoparticles, these immuno-targeted gold nanoprobes bind to surface receptors on the cancer cells which provides distinct features for identifying and localizing the targeted cancer. Popovtzer and coworkers recently have demonstrated that a small tumor, which is currently undetectable through anatomical computed tomography, can be enhanced and becomes clearly visible via the use of antiepidermal growth factor receptor conjugated gold nanoparticles (30 nm). 43 These molecularly-targeted gold nanoparticles were intravenously injected into nude mice implanted with human squamous cell carcinoma head and neck cancer. Their results also show that active tumour targeting is more efficient and specific than passive targeting (see Figure. 6 ).
Gadolinium oxide nanoparticles have also been investigated for CT contrast imaging following intravenous injection. [44] [45] Their relatively high atomic number (Z), low toxicity, and long circulation time in the blood pool permit their use as an excellent contrast agent. Meanwhile, these nanoparticles show excellent T 1 -weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) which is used in dual mode imaging. [46] [47] Recently, some rare earth (Tb, Eu) doped gadolinium oxide or oxysulfide nanoparticles have been developed for multimodal imaging with MRI and X-ray luminescence tomography. [48] [49] [50] 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
Hyperspectral computed tomography can determine elemental composition from the K-edge absorption of concentrated high Z elements in a sample. [29] [30] However, for low element concentrations, few photons are absorbed by the sample compared to the number of photons transmitted, and signal from X-ray absorption can be obscured by the noise in the background of transmitted photons. XRF, a positive contrast technique, has a much lower background and can be more sensitive to low elemental concentrations than CT. Bazalova and coworkers have simulated the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for phantoms containing gold nanoparticles and cisplatin by K-edge transmission CT and X-ray fluorescence. From their simulations they concluded that with large XRF detectors (a 10 cm diameter ring, 2 cm tall). At concentration of gold nanoparticles and cisplatin of 0.4% or less, X-ray fluorescence computed tomography provides a higher contrast-to-noise ratio than K-edge CT. For example, the CNR of a 2 mm object with a gold or platinum concentration of 0.4% was calculated to be approximately 5 for gold and ~ 6 for platinum at a dose of 2 mGy. Meanwhile, for the same size object and concetration, the CNR for CT was approximately 2 for both gold and platinum. 94 The tradeoff will depend upon sample concentration, voxel size, and the XRF photon-collection efficiency, with smaller voxels, lower concentrations, and higher collection efficiencies favoring XRF.
Principles of X-ray Fluorescence
When an X-ray photon is absorbed by an atom, some of its energy can be reemitted as secondary X-ray fluorescence. Each element has a unique X-ray fluorescence spectrum enabling quantitative elemental analysis. XRF is widely applied in the fields of geology, archaeology, cosmochemistry, and materials and environmental sciences. [95] [96] [97] This technique is also applicable to the study of a variety of biological samples [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] to investigate metal toxicity [95] [96] 109 , the uptake and distribution of metallopharmacueticals 99 , and intracellullar elemental distributions. [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [106] [107] [108] [109] In addition, in vivo studies have been performed to non-invasively determine the lead concentration in the bones of children and young adults, 100-101 arsenic in human skin, [110] [111] and iodine in the thyroid 112 .
X-ray fluorescence utilizes the unique nuclear charge of elements in order to determine sample composition. [95] [96] Excitation of a core-shell electron of an atom via absorption of an X-ray photon (or other particle such as a proton or neutron) results in the ejection of an excited photoelectron. 95, 97 The ionization process for inner shell electrons was determined to be independent of the ionization source by both Meitner and Robinson in the early 1920's. 113 The transition that occurs creates a vacancy within the core-shell leaving the atom in a highly energetic state. The vacancy is then filled by a neighboring higher-shell electron and upon relaxation secondary X-rays are emitted. The energy of the secondary Xrays is equal to the binding energy difference between the inner and higher energy shell and is proportional to the squared nuclear charge of the element, allowing for identification, while the number of X-rays emitted is directly proportional to atomic abundance. [95] [96] The energy of the emitted secondary X-rays can be calculated by Moseley's law: (4) where E is the energy of the spectral line of interest, Z is atomic number, b is a charge screening constant dependent on the line series (e.g. K or L lines), n 1 and n 2 are the energy levels involved in the transition, and R y is the Rydberg energy (Ry = m e c 2 2 /2 ≈ 13.606 eV, where m e is the mass of the electron, c is the speed of light, and is the fine structure constant). For the K line, b is equal to 1 and n 1 and n 2 are equal to 1 and 2, respectively. 114 X-ray fluoresence experiments commonly probe excitation of an electron in the K shell (n 1 =1) or L-shell (n 1 =2). The experimental and theoretical fluorescence yields of both the K and L-shells have been studied extensively and have been reported in the literature as a function of the atomic number. The fluorescence yield is the probability that an electron vacancy generates a secondary X-ray photon upon filling of the vacancy in a radiative transition. Theoretical calculations show that as the atomic number increases, the fluorescence yield increases for the total emission from the K-shell. Low atomic number elements, Z=5 to Z=17 (boron to chlorine) have fluorescent yields less than 0.1 according to calculations reported by McGuire, Kostroun, and Walters in the late 1960's to early 1970's. The results of the theoretical calculations performed by these scientists as well as others can be seen in Figure 7 . Experimental results by Konstantinov, Bailey, and Pahor confirm low fluorescent yields for elements with Z = 13~17 however, the fluorescent yields of elements with Z<13 were not reported due to dependence on chemical state. 113 Low atomic number elements generate low energy secondary X-rays. These X-rays are readily absorbed and exponentially attenuated by a tissue, according to equations (1) and (3). The secondary K X-rays generated from elements with Z<14 have a mean free path equal to a micron or less in tissue samples. 107 Therefore imaging in tissue samples necessitates that the elements have a high atomic number and the X-ray detector has a high collection efficiency of photons in order to achieve sensitive measurements.
The number of secondary X-ray photons that can be detected per voxel from a sample with an elemental concentration c (ppm), is given by equation (5): (5) Where D is the X-ray dose applied to the sample (Grays), is the product of the X-ray fluorescence quantum yield and a conversion factor between the dose in grays and the number of photons absorbed per volume, c is the concentration, V is the voxel volume, and L is the X-ray collection efficiency including transmission through the tissue and photodetector yield. This equation was modified from Carpenter et al., 115 who use it to determine number of visible photons collected after irradiation of a sample containing X-ray scintillators. The equation assumes a relatively low concentration so that self-absorption effects are negligible. According to the equation, the number of collected X-rays per voxel increases for increasing element concentrations, larger imaging voxels, and higher Z elements with larger quantum effieiciencies as well as better collection optics.
The XRF examples provided in this review utilize energy dispersive detection of secondary fluorescent X-rays. Energy dispersive detectors efficiently collect incident X-rays and detect the energy of each X-ray based upon the electric charge generated in the photodetector. The energy resolution depends upon the X-ray energy and detector bandgap as well as heterogeneity in detector efficiency and is ~ 120 eV at an X-ray energy of 6 keV for HPGe and Si(Li) detectors. 116 This resolution is far too poor to observe spectral shifts due chemical binding, but the high collection efficiency makes it preferable for in vivo imaging.
Alternatively, wavelength dispersive detectors operate by diffracting a collimated X-ray fluorescence beam according to Bragg's Law and are capable of achieving a higher resolution. [117] [118] However, these detectors cannot measure more than one X-ray energy simultaneously, and require collimation of the X-ray beam, both of which result in poor Xray collection efficiency. 118 In order to compensate for a lower X-ray collection volume than with an energy dispersive detector, a very high X-ray flux would be necessary to achieve adequate resolution for use for in vivo studies.
X-ray fluorescence research now includes both conventional and microXRF with smaller beam sizes. Three variations of XRF, X-ray fluorescence computed tomography (XRCT), Synchrotron (SXRF), and Confocal XRF (CXRF) techniques and their applications are discussed below. In addition to these variations, total reflection (TXRF), grazing exit (GEXRF), grazing incidence (GIXRF) and portable XRF techniques have been developed. West et al. provide a thorough review of advancements in these techniques as well as in Xray optics and detectors. 117 
X-ray Fluorescence Computed Tomography
X-ray fluorescence computed tomography (XRCT) can be used to image the 3-D elemental composition in a sample. This tomography technique combines principles of CT imaging of X-ray attenuation with the measurement of secondary X-ray fluorescence from elements within the sample. XRCT produces three-dimensional elemental maps by reconstructing 2D distributions including corrections for the attenuation of the excitation and fluorescence Xrays. XRCT is conducted by irradiating a sample with an external X-ray beam and collecting the X-ray fluorescence with an energy dispersive detector. This detector measures the energy of each X-ray fluorescence photon by counting the electron/hole pairs produced upon absorption in the detector. In order to minimze the detection of elastic and Compton scattered photons and improve the signal-to-background ratio, the fluorescence detector is positioned 90° from the incident beam. 102, 107-108 X-ray transmittance is simultaenously acquired using a conventional CT detector in order to provide co-registered XRF and CT images. Samples are scanned and rotated through a series of angles and the emitted fluorescence intensity is collected at each orientation. 119 Mathematical back projection algorithms are then used on the measurements acquired to turn sinogram plots into tomograms. 102, [107] [108] 119 Several image reconstruction and attenuation correction methods for the absorption of X-rays by a sample have been developed for use in XRCT. [107] [108] To study the putitive link between carcinogenesis and metal ion content in tissue, Pereira et al. used XRF CT in the analysis of iron, copper, and zinc in breast, prostate, and lung biopsy tissues at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). 102 Prior to analysis, samples 1.5~2.0 mm thick and 4-5 mm high were frozen and dried to reduce the attenuation of fluorescent X-rays. Using a filtered back-projection algorithm with absorption corrections, they acheived a spatial resolution of 200 µm. Both healthy and cancerous breast tissue were analyzed for comparison. XRF studies revealed an iron content of approximately 50 µg/g in healthy tissue and an increase of 40% for cancerous tissue as shown in Figure 8 . A doubling in the zinc concentration from approximately 7 µg/g for healthy tissue was observed in the cancerous sample. In addition to the varying metal concentrations, a heterogenoeus metal distribution was observed in the healthy tissue. 102 In earlier work by the same authors, XRF CT was performed on intenstine samples. 119 
Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Microscopy
Synchrotron radiation sources provide a highly coherent bright beam with a high flux for XRF analysis. 109 On average, third generation synchrotron sources provide a brilliance on the order of 10 17 to 10 20 ph/s/mm 2 /mmrad 2 /0.1%BW. 120 Synchrotron energy can be tuned by changing the cycle frequency over a broad range of energies ranging from infrared to Xray radiation. 120 Imaging with synchrotron based micro X-ray fluorescence has improved detection limits and spatial resolution compared to conventional -XRF instruments with Xray tubes used in laboratory settings. In combination with X-ray focusing optics, monochromatic X-ray beams can be produced by synchrotron sources with submicron diameter beam sizes. [121] [122] [123] The high resolution images that can be achieved with XRF are excellent for biopsies and cell studies. 124 However, the X-ray dose required to achieve a significant signal per voxel for small voxels, limits the use of these techniques for in vivo studies (see equation (5)). Figure 9 shows a schematic of a typical SXRF experimental configuration.
The deep penetration depth of hard X-rays in Synchrotron X-ray fluorescence experiments, makes the technique highly applicable for cell study. Cells can be analyzed in their hydrated states. 109, 121 SXRF is capable of achieving single cell and subcellular resolution. 125 A variety of cellular studies utilizing SXRF have been conducted, including the determination of the distribution of cis-diamminedichloro-platinum (II) (CDDP) in cis-platin sensitive and resistant cells by Shimura et al.. 99, 121 The distribution of MRI contrast agents in cells was also studied independently by both Endres and Marmorato. 98, 106 A study of the distribution of Gadolinium containing contrast agents capable of crossing cell membranes in NIH/3T3, MDCK, and RAW 264.7 cell cultures was conducted by Endres et al. at the the 2-ID-E beamline at Argonne National Laboratory. 95, 106 Figure 10 shows the distribution of several elements in addition to Gadolinium mapped in MDCK cells. 106 Marmorato et al. also studied the distribution of a potential MRI contrast agent, colbalt ferrite nanoparticles, in Balb/3T3 mouse fibroblasts. 98 Qin et. al. have used SXRF at the 2-ID-D beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National laboratory to determine the topographic distribution of phosphorus, sulfur, and zinc in 4 µm thick sections of thoracic aorta of Sprague Dawley rats to elucidate copper distribution in tissues pertaining to collagen and elastin formation and for determining the role of metals in cardiovascular diseases. Qin et al. discovered that the majority of copper present was located in the elastic laminae in aortic walls and phosphorus, sulfur, and zinc in the vascular smooth cells. 104 The technique has also been applied by Leskovjan et al. for the study of iron, copper, and zinc content in brain tissue and amyloid plaques from cortex and hippocampi samples, thought to be linked to Alzheimer's disease. The study was conducted using 30 µm thick whole brain coronal cryosections from transgenic mice with a similar gene for the development of amyloid plaques to those associated with Alzheimer's disease in humans. 103 
Confocal X-ray Fluorescence Microscopy
Confocal X-ray fluorescence microscopy (CXRF) is used to acquire 3D depth profiling of the elemental composition of a sample. 97, [126] [127] [128] [129] CXRF defines a microscopic sample volume through which the sample is scanned utilizing polycapillary lenses composed of a bundle of hollow glass capillary tubes operating under total external reflection to focus the X-ray beam. 97, [127] [128] [129] [130] The axial resolution of CXRF is determined by the resolution of the focusing lens and becomes poorer when imaging elements with low atomic numbers due to lens wavelength dependence. The current limit for axial resolution for confocal tomography is 5 µm, 97 although there is a tradeoff between focal distance, focal spot size, and X-ray energy. 130 The confocal arrangement reduces background intensity. 96, 129 However, selfabsorption of X-ray fluorescence within a sample limits the imaging depth for low energy X-ray fluorescence. 127 Gibson and Kumakhov were the first to propose the use of a polycapillary lens for XRF in 1992. 127, 129 The use of polycapillary lenses in XRF has since evolved. In 2006, a confocal X-ray fluorescence microscope with a single-bounce monocapillary lens for the excitation optic and a polycapillary lens for X-ray collection was constructed at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) for the analysis of historic paintings. Depth resolution of 35 µm was achieved with this instrument at an excitation energy of 8 keV and greater. Depth resolution studies were conducted on titanium, copper, and gold metal films. 128 Prior to 2006, a confocal instrument was constructed at the Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (HASYLAB) in Germany capable of an axial resolution of 20~40 µm for fluorescent radiation energies ranging from 4 to 20 keV and a limit of detection on the subfemtogram level using a second generation synchrotron source. 126 Although the use of synchrotron radiation in conjuction with confocal XRF has shown great promise, limited availability of synchrotron instrumentation has stimulated research in alternate confocal configurations with alternative radiation sources. Nakano et al. have developed a laboratory confocal XRF set-up utilizing a 30 Watt metal-ceramic X-ray tube with a Molybdenum target as an excitation source attached to a full lens polycapillary. Using this excitation source, a depth resolution of 45 µm for the Au L line was observed. 129 Subsequent improvements yielded a depth resolution of 13.7 µm for the same analytical line using a confocal arrangement with a fine focus metal-ceramic X-ray tube with a molybdenum target, improved optics, and an increased sensitive area for the detector. 123 
Multiplexed X-ray Fluorescence
In addition to studying the elemental composition of cells and tissues, XRF has been extended for the analysis of multiplexed biomarker assays using nanoparticles with distinct elemental composition as chemical labels. To detect single strand DNA (ssDNA) Hossain et al. synthesized a series of indium, bismuth, tin, and lead-tin alloy nanoparticles. The synthesized nanoparticles were modified with thiolated probe single strand DNA and immobilized on ssDNA modified aluminum plates. XRF spectra were obtained for the detection of 100 nM DNA using a mini X-ray tube operating at 40 kV. The peak area for Lband X-ray fluorescence lines of the spectra were analyzed as a function of ssDNA concentration ( Figure 12 ). They also observed a higher sensitivity for DNA detection measurements with lead-tin and bismuth nanoparticles than with indium and tin particles, due to the greater X-ray absoption and fluorescence efficiency exhibited by these particles. The study was also extended to the detection of four different types of single strand DNA using lead, bismuth, indium, and tin nanoparticles, showing the ability of the technique for multiplexed analysis with different element labels. It is believed that approximately 50 different peaks can be detected by this method, based upon the availability of elements from which nanoparticles can be synthesized. 131 To represent detection in tissue, Hossain et al. also performed studies of prostate specific membrane antigens (PSMAs) on polymethyl methacrylate coated plates. 131 It is expected that this technique can be expanded for in situ imaging within tissue. Their method provides a novel means for high resolution labeling using X-ray fluorescence analysis.
Cheong et al. have also demonstrated the use of nanoparticles in XRF imaging using a polymethyl methacrylate phantom. X-ray fluorescence computed tomography was performed at an X-ray energy of 110 kVp. Saline solutions containing 1~2% gold nanoparticles inside a PMMA phantom were imaged and the gold concentration in the sample was quantified. Although, this study is not currently practical for in vivo measurements due to long scanning time on the order of 30 hours, in vivo imaging may be feasible with improvements in acquisition geometry. 132 Takeda et al. imaged cerebral uptake of I in living mice in 1.5 hours (0.36 Gy dose), and proposed different illumination and detector geometries to reduce acquisition time by a factor of 190. 133 The group previously used XRF for simulatenous imaging of 0.25 mg/L iodine contrast agents and 30% Xe gas in phantoms demonstrating proof-of-principle for multi-analyte tomographic imaging. 134 
X-ray luminescence imaging
XRF is an excellent technique for non-invasive elemental analysis of endogenous tissue and exogenous pharmaceutical or contrast agents. However, the number of fluorescent X-rays collected limits the sensitivity, which in turn limits the resolution at a given X-ray dose. In addition, although XRF is well suited for elemental analysis, it provides no molecular information unless nanoparticles are used as molecular labels as proposed by Hossain et al. 131 In order to detect a wider variety of analytes with molecular information, X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) based techniques were recently developed with lower backgrounds and lower X-ray doses. The number of visible photons detected is given by equation (5), although is much higher than for XRF because one generates ~60,000 visible photons/MeV X-ray (or 4,800 for a 40 keV X-ray) as oppose to ~1 XRF photon for a high Z element. The collection efficiency, L, depends upon both the collection optics and the attenuation of light as it passes through the tissue. 115 
X-ray luminescence computed tomography (XLCT)
The ability to specifically target biological processes in vivo makes nanoparticles promising molecular imaging agents for X-ray excited optical techniques. Though optical microscopy (e.g. scanning confocal microscopy) is an excellent technique for biomedical imaging, it has limited utility in tissues deeper than 1 mm because almost all light is scattered, resulting in poor resolution. [135] [136] [137] Through the use of a scanning luminescence X-ray microscope, Morrone imaged the optical emission of terbium labeled actin in a single cell to obtain ~50 nm resolution based on the selective excitation of lanthanide organo-polychelate complexes and optical detection of their luminescence (see Fig. 13 ). 138 The high resolution of this technique lies in the fact that the X-ray excited luminescence is only produced in the path of the narrow scanning X-ray beam. However, this small voxel size and weak scintillation yield necessitated the use of a very intense X-ray dose exceeding 10 8 Gy. To increase the scintillation efficiency, Adam and coworkers proposed using quantum dots for multiplexed cell labeling. 139 Alternative optical microscopy techniques have been developed for near-field imaging in the absence of light scattering. [140] [141] [142] However, the principle of scanning X-ray excitation can also be applied to imaging in tissues thicker than 1 mm where optical scattering prevents highresolution optical imaging. In accordance with equation (5), increasing the voxel volume and the scintillation efficiency dramatically reduces the necessary dose to levels acceptable for in vivo imaging.
With a 1 mm X-ray beam and 1~100 cGy radiation dose, Pratx et al. developed X-ray luminescence computed tomography (XLCT) and achieved a spatial resolution of 1 mm through tissue-mimicking material. 143 X-ray scintillators are a series of materials that convert X-ray photons to visible photons when excited by an X-ray source. The basic principle of XLCT is based on luminescence measurements from selectively excited nanoscintillators ( Figure 14) . XLCT is similar to XFCT in its sample irradiation method, however, XLCT uses photodetectors to capture the optical photons emitted from the nanoscintillators rather than an X-ray spectrometer for secondary fluorescent X-ray detection. Because the X-ray does not scatter much in tissue and the X-ray luminescence is only generated on the path of the narrow X-ray beam, the optical detector need not spatially resolve the source of luminescence. As long as the luminesence can be detected, the spatial resolution is defined by the narrow X-ray beam. The advantages of this technique are its combination of high sensitivity of radioluminescent nanoparticles and the high spatial localization of collimated X-ray beams. Pratx and coworkers recently used XLCT to image the cross sectional distribution of microsize phosphor particles in 4.5 cm of an agar tissue phantom. 144 Carpenter recently completed a numerical phantom experiment to simulate the X-ray dose (Gy) required to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 for varying concentrations. They found that picomolar (ng/ml) concentrations of 10 nm X-ray phosphor are detectable for a mammographic-like dose. 115 They have also shown that X-ray luminescence can be observed in small animal models. 115, 143 Although high resolution was demonstrated using XLCT, the image is acquired slowly by scanning the X-ray beam through the sample and rotating the sample through 180°. In addition, there are applications such as tumor-resection where the X-ray excitation angle is limited by geometry, and where increased rapid acquisition is critical. Limited-angle X-ray luminescence tomography was deveoped to address these applications based on a hybrid Xray/optical reconstruction, which allows XLCT spatial encoding in a limited-angle geometry, and diffuse optical spatial discrimination for the remaining dimensions. Figure 15 shows a simulation of the required dose to image a 6 mm object through varying tissue depths and particle concentrations. According to the model, µg·mL −1 particle concentrations may be observed through 5 cm of tissue with ~10 mGy doses. The limited angle technique is expected to be especially useful in surgical applicaions such as breast or brain excision due to rapid acquisition speed, convenient geometric configuration, high depth resolution, and low X-ray dose. 145 
X-ray excited optical luminescence indicators
X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) can be used not only to locate X-ray scintillators in tisssue, but also serve as a local light source for fluorescent and colorimetric chemical indicators. Our group has developed a scanning XEOL technique to detect chemical concentrations on the surface of a sensor film through tissue with high spatial resolution. [48] [49] The technique uses the X-rays to locally excite one small region of a scintillator film at a time. The visible luminescence generated by the scintillators then passes through a thin sensor layer containing indicator dyes that alter the luminescence spectrum. A high-resolution image is formed by scanning the X-ray excitation spot across the sample and measuring the luminescence spectrum at each point. To demonstrate the feasiblity of this high-resolution imaging, we imaged the red and green luminescence from a scintillator film with a red emitting Gd 2 O 2 S:Eu region and a green emitting Gd 2 O 2 S:Tb region (Fig. 16) . The film was imaged first without tissue (Fig. 16D, E, F) , and then with the film inserted between two 10 mm thick slices of chicken breast tissue. Even though the luminescent images (Fig. 16G, H, I ) were blurred by the thick tissue, the location of the luminescence source could be resolved by the narrow X-ray beam. Figure 16C plots the ratio of red/green intensity ratio versus the sample position in millimeters. The one dimensional beam profile is approximately square with a small tail. The 90%/10% knife-edge resolution was 0.16 mm without tissue, and 0.17 mm with tissue; the full knife-edge resolution including the tails was approximately 0.26 mm without tissue and 0.30 mm with tissue. The small resolution increase in the tissue was likely due to imperfect sample alignment and scattering of the incident X-rays in the tissue. Even higher resolution is possible with narrower X-ray beams.
In order to demonstate the chemical sensitivity of the technique, we analyzed luminesence spectra of the scintillators passing through methyl red dyed pH paper. (Figure 17B ). The ratio of the peaks at 538 nm and 613 nm was used to identify the pH with a dynamic range between pH 6~9 and noise level of 0.05 pH units. The availability of a wide range of nanoscintillators and organic sensing dyes allows XEOL to provide high chemical sensitivity and selectivity.
This imaging technique is unique in measuring local chemical concentrations on the surface of implanted medical devices. The surface of implants are susceptible to bacterial infection and the formation of biofilms which are resistant to antibiotic treatments in part due to heterogeneous pH and oxygen concentration. [146] [147] We expect that the ability to study local chemical concentrations such as pH or released antimicrobial agents will be useful in early detction of biofilms and studying the effectiveness of antimicrobial surface coatings. For example, silver nanoparticles are commonly utilized as antimicrobial agents, however their in vivo effectiveness is controversial because compounds such as albumin chelate with silver ions and reduce free ion conentrations. [148] [149] [150] [151] To demonstrate that we are able to sensitively detect silver nanoparticles through tissue we depositecd a 5 nm thick film of silver nanoparticles on a scintillator film. Through XEOL, patterns of silver deposition and dissolution on a scintillator (Gd 2 O 2 S:Eu) film were imaged through 1 cm of pork tissue ( Figure 18 ). 49 We expect that this in situ high resolution surface imaging will be useful for studying localized infection and developing antimicrobial surfaces.
X-ray scintillators
X-ray scintillators, materials which emit visible light upon irradiation by X-rays, are often used in X-ray imaging screens and films for projection imaging, fluoroscopy, and CT. The visible light emitted by the scintillators is then collected by a photodetector. The fundamental limit of the light yield (Y) of an activated scintillator (photons emitted/MeV) is determined by the band gap E gap (eV) of the host material and is approximately given by equation (6) with a maximum of close to 40% energy efficiency. 152 (6) Figure 19 shows the fundamental limit on light output for various phosphors. The hatched bars indicate the typical range of band gap values associated with the specific type of compound indicated. The fundamental limit is smallest for fluorides with the largest band gap and the limit is largest for sulfides with small band gaps.
Discovered in 1896, CaWO 4 , was used for the next 80 years in X-ray scintillator screens due to its reasonable X-ray absorption in the 20-100 keV range and blue emission. 153 However, CaWO 4 suffers from low X-ray to light conversion efficiency (only 15,000 optical photons / Mev). Currently, alkali metal halides containing small amounts of activator such as NaI:Tl and CsI:Tl are being widely used because of their superior conversion efficiency (64,000 optical photons/MeV for CsI:Tl). However, most alkali metal halides are hygroscopic requiring that the scintillators be kept moisture-free. Recently, optical ceramic scintillators have become popular due to their light conversion efficiency and chemical stability. Bismuth germanate oxide (BGO), a ceramic scinitillator, is often used due to its rapid response and little or no afterglow. The speed of response and high density make the scintillator ideal for high energy and high acquisition rate X-ray measurements. BGO is not hygroscopic, however, its low conversion efficiency (only 9,000 optical photon/MeV) results in poorer energy resolution than detectors based on alkali metal halides. Rare earth oxysulfide scintillators (M 2 O 2 S:Ln, M= Gd or Y. Ln= Ce, Pr, Eu, Tm, or Tb) are a promising class of ceramic scinitillators with improved absorption, greater density and higher X-ray to light conversion efficiency (60,000 optical photons/Mev).
Though the aforementioned scintillators discussed are typically used in projection X-ray imaging and CT, scintillator particles with sizes ranging from nanometers to micrometers are used as XLCT contrast agents. 144, 154 Recently, rare-earth doped oxide and oxysulfide nanoparticles have been investigated as labels for low-background imaging using upconversion, 155 radioluminescence, 153, 156 long-lifetime phosphorescence, [157] [158] and proximity scintillation assays. These nanoparticles are attractive imaging agents due to their chemical stability, photostability, large X-ray absorption cross-section and scintillation efficiency, and relatively low toxicity, especially after silica encapsulation. 159 X-ray scintillators may also be coupled to photodynamic nanoparticles to enhance reactive oxygen production, 160 although their effectiveness depends greatly upon their ability to target the reactive oxygen damage to the nucleus or other sensitive sites. 137 
Discussion and Outlook
Recent developments in X-ray imaging and contrast agents are opening up new opportunities for high-resolution functional imaging. Three general categories of analytes can be detected: endogenous elements within a sample detected via X-ray attenuation and XRF, analytes that are labeled with exogenous contrast agents and detected via attenuation, XRF, and XLT, and analytes that are detected with optical indicators via functional XLT. In all cases, a key advantage of X-ray imaging is that high resolution images can be generated because X-rays can penetrate deeply through tissue and have relatively low scattering coefficients. The images can also be co-registered with structural information from X-ray attenuation imaging and integrated with other imaging techniques such as diffuse optical fluorescence tomography and MRI. The main disadvantage of X-ray imaging, however, is that large X-ray doses cause short term tissue damage/radiation sickness, and increase the long term risk of developing cancer. 160, [197] [198] Consequently, the challenge will be to maximize the analytical sensitivity, specificity, image resolution, and acquisition rate while minimizing the X-ray dose, contrast concentration, and contrast toxicity. Each application has its own considerations, and we will separately discuss imaging of native analytes, contrast labeled molecules, and analytes detected with functional XLT.
Endogenous Analytes
Contrast-free X-ray attenuation imaging of endogenous tissue is widely used in medical diagnosis. Different types of tissue are distinguished by their elemental composition and Xray attenuation coefficient. For example, bone has more calcium and phosphorous than fat, muscle, or blood and thus attenuates X-rays more strongly at all energies used in projection imaging (see Fig. 4 ). Conventional imaging measures the average attenuation of polychromatic X-rays. Contrast can therefore be significantly improved by hyperspectral imaging at a number of different X-ray energies in order to differentiate tissues by their different elemental compositions and X-ray attenuation spectra. 199 However, the most distinct spectral features are from K-edge absorbance, and unfortunately the most abundant endogenous elements in the human body (O, C, H, N, Ca, P, K, S, Na, and Cl) do not have sharp K-edge features in the 20~100 keV energy range used for imaging. Detection of less abundant elements is possible, but generally requires more X-ray intensity because of the large background.
XRF it is a positive contrast technique with little background and is therefore more sensitive than X-ray attenuation imaging for detecting low elemental concentrations. This high sensitivity allows for submicron analysis of trace amounts (ng/mL) of metal ions and other elements (see Fig. 10 ). However, ultra-high resolution imaging is only practical in cells and tissue sections, not in vivo, because very intense X-rays are needed in order to collect a sufficient number of fluorescent photons per pixel. Lower doses can be used in vivo imaging but at lower spatial resolution (equation (5)). For example XRF has been used to image native iodine in thyroid biopsies, 200 image iodine uptake in the brains of living mice 133 and measure lead concentration in vivo in the bones of children. [100] [101] The major limitation to XRF sensitivity is the collection angle efficiency of the detector. For example, in Takeda's study of cerebral iodine uptake in mice, the detector captured only a 0.02% of the radiation solid angle. 133 Larger spectroscopic detectors and improved geometries are expected to enhance the sensitivity and reduce acquisition rate especially for tomographic images. Collimators may also increase resolution and acquisition rate, at the expense of sensitivity. 201 
Exogenous Labels
Conventional images often miss important features, which could be imaged using the appropriate contrast agent. For example, fat and fibroglandular tissue are easily distinguished in mammograms because fat is comprised of large carbon-hydrogen chains and is less radiopaque than firbroglandular tissue containing heavier elements including oxygen (especially in water), phosphorous (as phosphate ions and in nucleic acids), and ions such sodium, potassium, calcium, and chloride. Breast tumors display a similarly large contrast compared to fat, and on average are slightly more opaque than fibroglandular tissue, but the latter contrast is difficult to discern. 202 This difficulty of differentiating normal fibroglandular tissue from tumors severely limits the utility of mammograms for patients with large percentages of fibrous breast tissue, especially premenopausal women. [203] [204] [205] Methods to increase contrast are therefore urgently needed.
Several types of molecular and nanoparticle contrast agents are being developed for projection and CT imaging (see Table. 1). For example, iodine based agents are commonly used for imaging vasculature (e.g. Fig 5) . This contrast can be dramatically improved with hyperspectral imaging and spectral analysis near the K-edge absorption band of the contrast agent. [29] [30] [31] 199 For example, the linear attenuation coefficient for iodine increases by a factor of 1.6 immediately above the K-absorption edge at 33.17 keV providing a distinct feature for detecting iodine concentrations. Synchrotrons are ideal sources for intense wavelength-tunable monochromatic X-ray but are prohibitively large and costly for most medical applications. Less expensive and more compact sources are being developed using free electron lasers (FEL) and electron beams interacting with ultrafast infrared laser pulses, [206] [207] or conventional X-ray sources with quasi-monochromatic Bragg filters. 208 An alternative hyperspectral imaging approach is to use conventional polychromatic X-ray sources and measure the energy of each collected X-ray photon using an energy dispersive camera. [29] [30] [31] These energy dispersive cameras are easily interfaced with existing X-ray sources, but have a lower energy resolution and thus lower sensitivity than monochromatic synchrotron and FEL sources.
XRF is more sensitive than attenuation imaging because the background is lower and there is consequently less background interference and less shot noise on the background. The XRF signal is usually weaker, however, for three reasons. First not all absorbed photons result in X-ray fluorescence, and the quantum efficiency is low for small element numbers. Second, the fluorescent X-rays are absorbed by the tissue especially for low energy X-ray fluorescent photons in deep tissue. Third, the detector is often small or placed distantly from the sample which limits the collected solid angle. New developments in spectral imaging cameras are expected to greatly improve sensitivity and acquisition speed. 133, 201, 209 For analysis of low Z elements, it is possible to shift XRF photons to higher energies by replacing electrons with more massive negative subatomic particles (i.e. pions, with a mass 273 times greater than an electron, and muons, with a mass aproximately 207 times the mass of the electron). [210] [211] The emission energy is proportional to the mass through the Rydberg energy in equation (4). Reidy et al. report the detection of elements with atomic numbers 6 to 20 by the generation of muonic X-rays. 211 Pions and muons beams can penetrate deeply into tissue, but have short lifetimes in the rest frame (2.55×10 −8 s and 2.23×10 −6 s, respectively), and require a synchrotron source. [210] [211] [212] Nanoparticles are also attractive as contrast agents and molecular labels for CT and XRF because they have longer circulation time than many molecular contrast agents. They can be functionalized with peptide, aptamer, or antibody molecular targeting agents, and provide a large signal per binding event. Popovtzer showed that gold nanoparticles can be selectively targeted to tumors using antibodies and can be observed in CT (Fig. 6) . The contrast is expected to be much higher using K-edge imaging of the gold. For example, X-ray attenuation from gold increases by a factor of 2.5 at the L 3 absorption edge (11.92 keV) and a factor of 4.16 at the K-edge (80.72 keV). Many different types of nanoparticles can be fabricated with different elemental composition and surface chemistry in order to simultaneously image multiple molecular and physiological markers (see Fig. 12 ), as well as blood and gas pools. 134 Nanoparticles also have room on their surface and within the particle for additional functional "cargo" such as fluorescent dyes, MRI contrast molecules, and encapsulated drugs. The challenge will be to maximize specific molecular labeling, while improving biocompatibility and clearance or elimination.
X-ray excited luminescent nanoparticles are also very promising as contrast agents. Typically a few thousand visible photons are generated per absorbed X-ray photon (depending upon the incident X-ray energy) compared to at most one fluorescent X-ray for XRF. Some light is lost during propagation through the tissue, but a reasonable flux of nearinfrared light penetrates through several centimeters of tissue (Fig. 15) . In principle very high optical collection efficiencies are possible using large area photodetectors and potentially integrating sphere optics. In limited angle configurations the XLT images can be acquired rapidly, although with some loss of resolution along one dimension. 145 A wide variety of contrast agents with unique spectra have been developed for scintillator film applications and these can be used for XLT contrast (see Table. 2). We expect that continuing development of scintillator nanomaterials, targeting moieties, and instrumentation will greatly expand the utility of XLT. Many of the scintillator materials also have large magnetic permeability and serve as effective MRI contrast agents. 50 
X-ray excited optical luminescence indicators
Fluorescent and colorimetric indicators and stains are widely used for histology and biomedical research because of their high sensitivity and specificity for a wide variety of analytes. XEOL indicators combine the advantages of optical indicators with high resolution, low background imaging from scanning X-ray excitation. A particularly attractive application is imaging chemical and mechanical changes on implanted medical devices, which can become infected. Many analytes can be measured (e.g. pH, silver metal dissolution, oxygen, and protease activity). Relatively thick scintillator films may be used to improve X-ray capture, and signal strength especially at high energies. The two dimensional nature of the surfaces simplifies and speeds up imaging. An important challenge will be to minimize the spectral distortion caused by wavelength dependent tissue scattering and absorption, especially for deeply implanted devices. Several techniques are possible, including calculation of spectral ratios using closely spaced spectral peaks, use of spectral reference regions near to the sensor region, and lifetime-based imaging. Another technical challenge will be integrating the sensor film onto the implanted device while minimizing delamination, abrasion, and reducing bacterial adhesion. After sensor development, the next step will be integration of sensing with active components such as combining magnetic or photothermal hyperthermia and drug release with local pH sensors to monitor the effect of therapies on local biofilm chemistry.
In addition to chemical analysis on surfaces, XEOL can be used for three dimensional tomography similar to XLT and limited-angle XLT. For example, our group has developed hollow nanoparticles with encapsulated magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. The luminescence is quenched by iron oxide in the core and increases as the iron oxide is etched. 50 We have also encapsulated indicator dyes and are studying leaching rate as a function of pH. In future we expect that these types of sensors will be useful for local drug delivery while measuring the amount of drug delivered in time. Additional sensors with unique optical emission spectra can be used for simultaneously studying changes in cellular chemistry such as endosomal pH changes upon apoptosis. Such in situ sensors will be useful for optimizing therapeutic agents and monitoring effectiveness.
Overall, functional X-ray imaging techniques are rapidly advancing. Development of monochromatic X-ray sources, energy sensitive detectors, and hyperspectral image analysis algorithms are improving contrast-free images. New contrast agents for projection imaging and XRF are dramatically improving specificity. XLT-based labels and indicators are also highly promising for rapid and sensitive chemical analysis in tissue on the surface of implanted medical devices. With further improvements in instrumentation and contrast agents, we expect a bright future for high resolution molecular imaging with X-rays. Diagram depicting the possible interactions between X-rays and a sample for various different X-ray techniques. Schematic showing projection X-ray imaging. In vivo X-ray CT volume-rendered images of (A) a mouse before GNP injection, (B) a mouse 6 hours post injection of non-specific IgG GNP as a passive targeting experiment, and (C) a mouse 6 hours post injection of anti EGFR coated GNP that specifically targeted the SCC head and neck tumor. The anti-EGFR targeted GNP shows clear contrast enhancement of the tumor (C, yellow arrow), which was undetectable without the GNP contrast agents (A, yellow arrow). CT numbers represents the average HU of the whole tumor area. All scans were performed using a clinical CT at 80 kVp, 500 mAs, collimation 0.625×64 mm and 0.521 pitch size (A 64-detector CT scanner, LightSpeed VCT, GE Medical Systems). Reproduced with permission from Ref. 43 . Numerical simulation of a limited angle XLT detection of a 6 mm diameter object buried at varying depths beneath the tissue surface. The object is labeled with varying scintillator concentrations as indicated. The y-axis shows the required X-ray dose to achieve a signal/ noise ratio of 10. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 145 . High-resolution XEOL imaging through tissue. Green X-ray scintillators (Gd 2 O 2 S:Tb) and red scintillators (Gd2O2S:Eu) were deposited as a film with a sharp interface between the red and green sections. The film was irradiated by a narrow rectangular X-ray beam, and a photograph of the luminescence was acquired at a series of sample positions (20 µm steps). 
